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Communication Letter-January, 2021 

“We will open the book. Its pages are blank.  

We are going to put words on them ourselves.  

The book is called Opportunity and its first chapter is New Year’s Day”. 

- Edith Pierce 
-  

Dear Parents  

After having spent a special year together, in each other’s accordance and coordination; it seems 

as we have discovered a whole new dimension of our subsistence. The bygone is an experience 

and the time to come is a treasure. May this treasure of 2021 be a bounty of health, heal and 

happiness.  Happy New Year! 

Students belong to school but this year turned out to be an unpredictable one and students 

belonged to their personal study table only. The academic session 2020-21 is almost to be over 

and it so happened that the students didn’t get to visit school even once. We sincerely hope that 

schools reopen and may our young minds be back to school at the earliest possible under all the 

requisite safety measures. Meanwhile staff members have been visiting school regularly or as 

and when required. The school is being sanitized and looks forward to receiving the guidelines 

from the competent authority regarding the reopening of schools for the upcoming practical 

exams of classes X and XII, Pre-Boards for classes VIII, X and XII and final term examinations 

of classes IX and XI.  

When all this goes hand in hand, efforts of the teachers and the support of Management can’t be 

overlooked. Despite these untiring efforts teachers aren’t being given full salary. Financial crisis 

is still a difficult issue to handle. Parents are once again requested to pay the school fees on time 

and play their part dutifully. Yet, we hope that the way we have been taking toll of this 

pandemic and are on our way to get over this, we will soon be back to the premises and enjoy 

the blossom of 2021.  

May this coming year be a streak of Midas, gaiety and full of safety for all our stakeholders.  

With New Year wishes 

 

(Sameeksha Sharma) 

        Principal 


